The intrinsic redundancy of genetic information makes searching for patterns in biological sequences a difficult task. We have designed an interactive self-documenting computer program called QUEST that allows rapid searching of large DNA and protein data banks for highly redundant consensus sequences or character patterns. QUEST uses a concise language for specifying character patterns containing several levels of ambiguity and pattern arrangement. Examples of the use of this program for sequence data are given. Details of the algorithm and pattern optimization are explained.
INTRODUCTION
Each of these levels of functional redundancy (protein-DNA interaction, genetic code, RNA structure and protein structure) have pronounced effects on the flow of genetic information from DNA to phenotype Nature has often made use of this flexibility of expression to impose control at each of the critical steps in this flow of genetic information. Unfortunately this ambiguity causes great difficulty for molecular biologists wishing to extract the maximum amount of biological information from sequences. The comparison of numerous sequences filling similar biological roles often lead to highly ambiguous consensus sequences for these functional regions What is needed is a method of finding such patterns with amounts of redundancy varying from the well defined genetic code to the least well defined aspects of RNA and protein folding.
Pattern Matching Solutions
A large number of methods for both exact and inexact pattern matching in large databases have been developed in the field of computer and information science, however, none of these methods is adequate when faced with the levels of redundancy described above. The algorithm of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt [1] , for instance, allows exact pattern matching of a string of characters with a large database. A more flexible pattern matching algorithm is based on Knuth's "trie" search algorithm [2, 3] , As implemented in the XSEARCH program by Kanerva and Daniels this method generates a finite state machine (FSW) that is used to scan a very large database for either a single pattern or any boolean relationship between several patterns. For example, to represent the nucleic acid tnplet "ANG", XSEARCH uses four patterns: "AAG", "ATG", "AGG", and "ACG". XSEARCH is also conveniently designed to scan a very large number of files sequentially and to report any target found in any of them. The FSM makes for an extremely fast matching of exact patterns that are simultaneously sought in the input stream to the program.
One of the most flexible representations of ambiguous patterns is provided within UNIX™ [4]
utility programs for matching of regular expressions against lines in files. The UNIX concept of regular expressions is a set of symbols used to represent allowed character variations in patterns.
(An adaptation of these symbols is provided in Table 1 .) These UNIX utilities allow potentially very complex patterns to be defined with regular expressions. The application of this UNIX pattern matching language to a biological problem was first reported by Abarbanel and co-workers [5] . They were making secondary structure assignments in a/p proteins based on rules whose premises were the matches of sequences with complex patterns.
We have developed a tool called QUEST to allow the flexible exploration of sequences in a data bank. QUEST combines the flexibility of the UNIX pattern matching utilities and the speed of a finite state machine. In addition, QUEST allows patterns to be defined in terms of other patterns Using these patterns and patterns of patterns one can express most of the naturally occurring redundancy in biological information. QUEST is also a powerful general database searching tool that can be used for finding references from bibliographic files, strains of bacteria or plasmids with particular properties from a strain collection, names and addresses from telephone lists, etc.
METHODS
The search algorithms used in QUEST were chosen to optimize two opposing factors: first, to meet diverse requirements Imposed by the variety of diHerent character patterns to which it would be applied, and, second, the knowledge that it would need to be fast enough to be useful for searching large data bases. QUEST needs to handle regular text by line, page or file, and sequences of ammo acids and nucleic acids, or their associated comments Table 1 .
Patterns are defined using regular alphabetic and numeric characters and special symbols. The simplest pattern is a stnng of characters that matches only itself. Special characters are used to indicate beginnings and ends of lines, regions of variability, and repeated regions. Some words which act as conjunctions between symbols or expressions of symbols are reserved for this rote These are detailed in Table 2 .
SYMBOLS USED IN PATTERN DEFINITIONS

Symbol Meaning
Any character. The basic search engine is a finite state machine which is compiled within QUEST from patterns represented by strings of character symbols. These symbols are denoted as regular expressions with syntax adapted from the string patterns available in the UNIX operating system and searching utilities (See Table 1 .).
The finite state machine implemented in QUEST is a dynamically allocated two-dimensional array within which each location contains the number of a state within the current key compilation.
The first dimension is addressed by the integer value of the input characters, the ASCII code on most systems, and the second dimension by the current state. Connected patterns will match when either the first or natchea.
Connected patterns will match when both patterns match second pattern
by the values in the array and the incoming data As a general search technique, finite state machines are very fast, although they require a great deal of memory to represent more complicated keys. As one might expect using a two-dimensional array to represent the search key, the FSM grows geometrically, or possibly exponentially in certain worst cases, with the length of the key patterns specified by the user. Unfortunately, these "worst" cases are often generated by the highly ambiguous keys which occur when searching biological data.
An added level of control is provided that can be thought of as a parse tree in which the leaves are each a compiled FSM. Operators at this level are termed "conjunctions" and are detailed in Table   2 . Traversing nodes marked by conjunctions translates to making decisions about the state of the search in terms of where it should continue within the tree. In the case of the "4" (concatenation) and "AND", the programs pointer into the text being searched may also need to be reset.
Splitting up keys can help conserve memory in two ways. First, most array implementations have an easier time allocating several small arrays than one large array, even though the total word size ts the same. Secondly, keys which are ambiguous, particularly those which can vary in length, may grow very rapidly with the number of possibilities following each point of ambiguity. This is particularly a problem with keys which use Ti3ny recurring characters, as with searches in DNA sequences. If one can break up such a key, the number of consequent possibilities is diminished considerably. By way of example, the key "aa..aaa..a" requires one array dimensioned 41 by 128 whereas the key "aa .a 4 aa. a" would use two 12 by 128 arrays.
In general, the less a FSM is broken up, the faster it executes. This is particularly true if the search requires more than one pass over the data. This memory-size verses execution-time trade off is the basis for most of QUEST'S optimization attempts, something the sophisticated user should keep Table 3 .
Examples of patterns or "keys" Simple exact matching patterns and several example ol more complex patterns are shown. Also illustrated are patterns delined In terms of other patterns. The key PROMOTER matches 28 times in the NIH GenBank ™ (May 1983) sequences. GA followed by any character followed by A. For example, GAYA, 6ATA, GAAA, or GAGA. G followed by ZERO or more A's followed by one S. For example, GS, GAS, GAAAAAAAS. G followed by ZERO or ONE A followed by T, that 1s. GT or GAT.
KEY NAME
GA followed by ZERO or MORE characters of any type, followed by ONE A. For example, GAA, 6ATTTA. or GAEKQRTA. 
H1ndII
AccI site followed by anything followed by H1ndII site.
in mind for extensive searches.
Certain operators such as "NOT" are not explicitly provided in the regular expression syntax;
these are however, provided as part ol the "additional functionality" mentioned above. Also included is the ability to specify arbitrary repeats of patterns or expressions of patterns. These repeat symbols provide a shorthand for what would require much longer patterns using the simple regular expression syntax. In addition, the conjunctions are more mnemonic and easier to learn than their equivalent notation without the conjunctions.
Once a key has been specified, a series of source level transformations are done. The primary task of the optimizer is to make sure that keys made up of regular expressions linked by conjunctons are translated into the proper FSM's. For example, the key "abc 4 (de OR fg)" should become "abcde OR abcfg". Another function is to break up long regular expressions, especially those which are "punctuated" by a groups of "." characters. Finally, QUEST tries to simplify patterns linked by "&", "OR" or "AND" into single patterns (that is, if the resultant patterns won't take up too much memory). This is to gain a faster execution time. Thus, the compound key, "TGA OR ATG" becomes the single regular expression, "(TGA)|(ATG)" and is compiled into a FSM as such.
When keys are defined in terms of other keys, this sort of optimization allows the final fully defined key to be treated as if the entire key were entered at once. Several examples of such hierarchical defined keys are provided in the Discussion and Tables 3 and 5 .
Much of QUESTs power comes from knowing something about the data, and typical biological uses of the program. When searching a sequence database QUEST can take advantage of the known format to skip over inappropriate text. For example, if one is searching the comments at the head of each sequence, the program simply skips over the sequence itself. Likewise, the comments are skipped while QUEST is looking at sequences.
A related feature is QUESTS ability to search circular sequences properly. Because sequences are stored in a linear representation, most other search facilities have no way of dealing with key occurrences across the "ends" of circular sequences.
Realistically, biologists are as likely to want to search for "ATG .{35,250} TAA", or even "ATG (...){35,250} (TAG OR TAA OR TGA)". Unfortunately, the "." symbol is implemented rather inefficiently within the FSM. Long strings of dots or the ".?" combination must be trapped by QUEST and handled by special code during the running of a search rather than at the time the FSM's and parse tree are constructed.
DISCUSSION and RESULTS
Pattern Language
QUEST is both a pattern matching program and a database access tool that can search large databases for character patterns which are highly ambiguous. Complex consensus sequences such as those described for promoter-operator interaction can be quickly located even in very large databases As described in METHODS, we have used a simple language similar to that of the UNIX pattern matching facility for expressing character patterns in a concise form. Table 1 shows the flexibility afforded in the expression of character strings. This language allows one to describe all of the known restriction enzyme recognition sequences and consensus sequences for TATA-boxes etc. Table 4 . Patterns for the Genetic Code. The wobble of the third base is expressed as the symbol " " which will match any single character, or as sets, for example in the pattern for Serine where the third base may be either T or C. The letters Q, Y, P and R are also included in case the sequence database contains those letters to represent pynmidine and punne ambiguities. One could also replace T in the above keys with [TU] to allow the keys to search RNA sequences. for the expression of the ambiguity found in the genetic code and in promoter sequences. Table 4 shows some examples of using the or conjunction for expressing the codons for all of the amino acids.
A major advantage of having a second level of syntax is that it allows one to build up patterns (or search KEYs as they are called) based on other previously defined keys. This allows one to build up libraries of sequence patterns (such as amino acid codons or restriction sites) and then to define much more complex relationships using these keys as starting elements. Banks of search KEYs can be saved for future use and libraries of them can be assembled.
In order to provide the power needed to search large databases such as the European Molecular Biology Laboratory [6] or the NIH GenBank [7] DNA databanks we have used this pattern matching language to generate a finite state machine which can search large databases in a single pass without doing backtracking.
Sequence Database Files and File Hierarchy
In response to the QUEST prompt for the names of the files to search one may respond with the either the name of a single file, a specification that can stand for a group of files (i. scope, one would be asking for a single line containing both words "SV40" and "PROMOTER" in any order. However, in PAGE scope, these two words need only occur on the same page. In COMMENTS scope QUEST will find any DNA sequence which contains those two words anywhere in the annotations to a single sequence.
The LINE, PAGE, and FILE scopes can be used on any type of text file. For example if one had a strain collection with many properties of each strain listed one strain to a page, then searching in page scope would allow one to find a strain given a boolean relation between any set of descriptive words included among the strain properties. Similarly, bibliographic files with literature references could be searched for any combination of properties simultaneously depending only on the information stored in the file.
The SEQUENCE and COMMENTS scopes require a more specific format for the data files, namely the format of sequence files used by the IntelliGenetics' SEQ program [8] . This format contains numerous sequences per file, each preceded by comments or annotations. The lines containing the comments begin with a semicolon and comments are followed by a line containing the sequence name (an arbitrary character string that uniquely labels the sequence in the database). The format of the sequence itself is simpler in that QUEST ignores all blanks and carriage returns so the lines can be of any length. This format is the same as that used by QUEST for files of KEYs Keys may have COMMENTS preceding the NAME The key definition then follows until the end of page or file.
Output Control
QUEST allows a great degree of control over the output of the program One can search for a pattern of nucleotides and ask QUEST to report onry the names of the FILES that contain the search KEY, or to report both the file names and the sequence names. Further, one can request that QUEST print the actual pattern of bases found in the database together with the surrounding sequence.
QUEST will also print out the complete annotation for each sequence containing the pattern. These keys show the ability to record patterns used in prevous searches and also the ability to define more complex keys in terms of patterms previously defined. For example the MINIMAL key, "Tyr Gly Gly Phe", is interpreted by QUEST to be TA[CT]GG.GG.TT [CT] where the square brackets mean one and only one of the enclosed letters is allowed at that position; the "." stands for any character. QUEST We terminated the above search after finding only the first two occurences of opioid peptides, however a complete search of the human sequences shows that only known opioid proteins were found.
Gathering sequences having "HORMONE" in. comments. In the next two examples we first find all of the FILES in the IntelliGenetics version of the NIH GenBank which contain the word HORMONE. After finding the relevant files, we then ask QUEST to pick out every sequence containing HORMONE in its comments and to place them into a new file called HORMONE.SEO. At this point QUEST has found all files that contain the word hormone. During this search we could have asked QUEST to pull out the relevant sequences from the database and store them in a new file, however, for frequent keywords it ts often more efficient to merely find the names of the files containing the keyword first. This also allows one to fine tune the search by adding additional search criteria if the first search proves to be too broad. Patterns may be used to locate regions of amino acid sequences that are likely to be ahelices or ji strands. Cohen et. al. [5] have described the use of amino acid patterns for the assignment of secondary structure in a/fl ^ proteins. Taylor and Thornton [9] have located super-secondary structures using patterns that can be expressed using the symbols and conjunctions of QUEST.
QUEST [Comments
In order to use QUEST for these purposes, patterns are developed to help locate turns in protein sequences. The segments between these turns are then studied for the presence or absence of patterns likely to occur in a-helices or ^strands The coincidence of such patterns suggests the possible secondary structure assignments for a given segment QUEST serves well to find the elementary character patterns typical of helices, sheets, and turns, though many separate runs on the same sequence may be necessary. Table 5 describes a number of patterns that have been U3ed in secondary structure assignment. Patterns matched for residues 62 to 107 of Flavodoxin are illustrated in Figure 1 .
Flavodoxin is an a/f) protein with a single 5 stranded parallel /J-sheet and 4 helices. The actual secondary structure in this region is a 66-74,/} 80-87, and a 93-106.
The TURN pattern is found at residues 62, 78, 86, 91, and 104, (marked as t3 in Figure 1 since turn3 matches at all of these residues) due to the presence of a high density of hydrophilic residues matching patterns turni, turn2, tum3, or tum4. The turns found at 87 and 92 are too dose for any reasonable secondary structure to lie between.
The ALPHA pattern is found at residues 66, 67, 69, 72 to 74, and 94 to 95. Note that the current version of QUEST cannot report matches for ALPHA since it involves counting patterns having the same approximate location in a sequence. This type of pattern is easy to observe in a map or figure, and will be computable in QUEST'S future versions.
The BETA pattern is found at 66,67, 81,82, and 106. These sites suggest that the first segment might be either a or p. This conflict is resolved as noted below. The second segment has only BETA matches and the third onfy ALPHA.
Alpha helices, in some proteins, are strongly suggested by the simultaneous presence of 1)
(patterns HYDR0PH0BIC-PATCH-1 and HYDR0PH0BIC-PATCH-2) hydrophobic residues at positions i, i + 4, i + 7,... which would lie next to each other if that region were a helix, and 2) (pattern HYDROPHILIC-STRIPE) a corresponding hydrophilic region on the opposite face of that helix, and
3) (pattern CHARGE-PAIR) a pair of oppositely charged amino acids whose positions on a helix at residues i and i + 3 or i + 4 would lend stability to a helical conformation. The ALPHA sites marked in Figure 1 demonstrate the usefulness of simultaneous pattern marking, and reasoning on the basis of finding patterns near each other in a sequence.
In the full assignment algorithm described by Cohen sL SL. the apparent conflict in the turn bounded segment 62 to 78 is resolved in favor of the helix. Their algorithm first labels the original sequence with the patterns in would be present if that segment were arranged as an ideal of either secondary structure. The a-accessibility score in this region is nearly twice the /? score.
Under Development
At this time, QUEST is optimized for rapid searching of entire databases for complex patterns.
Under development are software tools which will allow the simultaneous searching for multiple patterns in sequences. This will allow more complex patterns to be described that include the coincidence or near-coincidence of simpler patterns. This will be particularly useful in the protein secondary structure assignment problem where the ability of a local region to fold into a structure may depend on a number of features, some local to and some distant from the site of the structure.
Another feature soon to be implemented In QUEST is a type of density function on patterns. A key may be specified that requires a region in a sequence to have some minimum number of matches with a particular pattern or pattern expression. The pattern matching tools in QUEST will also be linked to other software to provide a sequence-structure laboratory where patterns may be proposed and tested against known sequences and structures in order to develop new algorithms for structure assignment. Graphic display of matches will be an integral part of this system.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described the use of QUEST in searching for patterns in sequences and/or comments in DNA and protein data files. The general pattern matching capabilities make the program very useful for other types of text. Since the scope of a search may be set to be any one of line, page, file, sequence or comments, a text file might be set up to have related data all within one paragraph or page. QUEST then could apply a pattern to the entire page and thus retrieve all of the related information at once.
An example using page scope is searching of a file containing people's names, addresses, and phone numbers, with each individual on a separate page. Searches on any combinations of names, zip codes, area codes, street names, or other fields from the data would retrieve the entire individual's data. This grouping of data might well work for enzyme characteristics and supply information, or for strain lists with descriptions, patent numbers and inventory or cost control information. In this way, a simple paged file may act as an elementary relational database with QUEST as its retrieval method.
The QUEST program remains under developement. Facilities for handling simultaneous pattern matching of multiple possibly overlapping targets, has been specified and is now being programmed. Graphic output of match results is also being developed for bit-map type displays. The algorithms used in the QUEST program will be made available to other software to provide an environment for structure prediction and reasoning. Patterns will be matched against one or more related sequences and consensus patterns will be developed by viewing the results of matches side by side.
Implementation
QUEST was onginally developed under the TOPS-20 operating system on a DEC 2060 computer at the USC Engineering Computer Laboratory. The program was written in MAINSAIL ™ [10] and thus easily transported to MAINSAIL environments on VAX/VMS and Sun Microsystems/UNIX Version 4.1c BSD.
